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About This Game

Stage Fright is a single player rhythm and horror game where you take the role of a piano prodigy who is overwhelmed by
musical performance anxiety. This anxiety manifests itself as a supernatural ghost girl, the mysterious HANNAH, who haunts

your concerts to strain your ability and sanity.

The game is played with Guitar-Hero-style beatmatching mechanics - however, the better you do, the more horror elements you
will get! Jump scares, unsettling visual elements, and even UI breakdowns are in store as the the game itself tries to prevent you

from succeeding.

You will experience stage fright. The question is, how will you deal with it?
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7 original songs at release! Enjoy the haunting piano melodies of composers Larry Shen and Jeff Huang.

Procedural Horror! Our system will recognize how well you are playing and mess with you while you're doing well.

Play on a computer keyboard or use a MIDI Controller! Stage Fright can be played with both.

Discover the story! Piece together the horror elements to figure out who HANNAH is, and why she is haunting you.
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Aurogon gave a fantastic and phenomenal Chinese-culture ARPG back to the worldwide players, especially for the Far
Easterners. It is likely the first game that combines the textual Chinese mythology and culture with an RTS ARPG. Although
compared with the world-class similar games as FF XV and the Witcher 3, Gujian 3 still has several in-game performance bugs
somewhat not friendly with players. However, its huge improvements and the meaning of a milestone of the Chinese-culture
ARPG far more than make up for its few downsides. No need to mention its game budget is also the lowest among these world-
class ARPGs. Everyone who has a good understanding of Chinese and is interested in the Chinese culture and myths is highly
recommended for this game. You won't get disappointed.. The game is lacking some of the old assets that it used to have and
some of the old machanica no longer exist that coupled with the fact that some of the mechanics that were spoken about in the
most resent update don't even work to begin with.. This game is broken as ♥♥♥♥. Cant get more than the intro screen before it
litterally ♥♥♥♥s its own♥♥♥♥♥and opens VR. Im Just going to play killing room like anyone normal would.. I've used it for
about 15 minutes and already have heard all the sounds. I like the idea of this program, but it's lacking at the moment. There
needs to be far more options for the actual ASMR sounds. I would even go so far as to say that the sounds that are not ASMR-y
should be removed (fire alarm, for example, is just annoying).

Perhaps if there were more scratching sounds, tapping sounds, kissing, mouth sounds, some sk-sk or ks-ks, rubbing sounds
(rubbing the mic, etc.), buzzing sounds like hair clippers\/trimmers, low humming sounds like an AC unit or something, stuff
like that.

Again, I like the concept, and I do recommend it, but it could use more sounds before I'm going to say it's actually good.. turn
this♥♥♥♥♥♥down. Probably the best game in the arcadey, "Smash TV" style Shoot-Em-Up genre.. It's essentially a board
game where you play four different minigames, but none of the minigames are very interesting or fun enough to really justify
putting more than a few minutes into this. Also, it's an old game trying to pass itself off as being newer than it is, and it shows.

Boring, and honestly a waste of a pretty funny base concept.. quot;Move the box of puppies to the sausage factory." Also, the
puppies themselves sometimes talk on the journey, so, that's a point earned in realism.

Let's be honest, nobody bought this game to move boring pallets from one place to another. We bought this game for the SICK
DRIFTS, SWEET BURNOUTS and of course, trying to tip the forklift over.

All in all, i bought it for a few cents, and can't think of a better and worse way to spend 'em. Grab it by the pallet whenever
convenient.. Nice idea, waiting for further development
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I was hooked with the Chapter 1 and after reading all of the reviews, I finally buy it.
It last a bit longer than the first chapter, with more mystery and even few message to cypher. The twist ending do make me
hooked and want to buy the third chapter. But I honestly think that the price is a bit too expensive for a game that I only play
once and not last that long.. Ok, this is going to be a very nfs underground2 inspired drift game... witch is good, really good! It
has a lot of potential while being at alpha state now. They ve got the gameplay working pretty well and I think there is a learning
curve with fully upgraded cars. I only used the S13 now. The cars also really change their handling with tuning, sadly most
tuning options only affect the hp.

I hope differential adjustment, wheel choice, stabilisators, spacers, weight distribution and reduction will be added soon. Also
the map is not really interesting or large at all. But I think the developers should focus on the mechanics for now.

The body tuning is on level of gtaV now, not quiet old nfs titles but again, there is potential... it feels more like a tech demo
now. Also the paintshemes are not fitting, low res and so on, what about importing own shemes?

After all I think if they stick to the graphics quailty they go with the cars and focus on game mechancis depth for now. Because
they are allready on a good way there and this is where they can kick EAs\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665now. They can later
create a cheesy career story, add a nice map and combine everything to freeroam. Also I wouldn't add too many cars for now,
more concentrate on the few now existing vehicles, giving them character while keeping them balanced, add options and over all
keep it compact but make it good.
Beside this: the turbo tuning is sick!. I am not entirely sure if people understand that this is a prototype. It's a small little
platform game where there are notes for you to read about the history of the Doorways series. I have never played those games
but I kind of want to now. This was made to show off the games main mechanics. No it's not supposed to scare you or anything
so don't expect much.

However, I did enjoy my 30-40 minutes of gameplay and reading about the history and development of the franchise. It had fun
platforming sections which were quite enjoyable.

If you have nothing better to do and want to play something simple for half an hour or so then you can try this out. It's free, it's a
small download and quite enjoyable.. Just like Binding of Isaac but without story and cost 2 €
.... it.s good not the best .. This is an extremely frustrating game. You will die again and again just at the finish line a thousand
times. And then you will go mad. Have fun.
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